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Audio-video cord
Model: AK-HD-05S
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Product code AK-HD-05S

Product type Audio-video cord

Series HDMI

Signal frequency 4K@120Hz, 8K@60Hz

CEC function Yes

Directivity Two-way

Cable length 0.5 m

The cable plug #1 Male connector HDMI

The cable plug #2 Male connector HDMI

Shielded cable Yes

Version HDMI 2.1

Plated plugs Gold

Cable material Copper

Product color Black

Temperature 5 - 50 °C

Package UniBag

Product size (L x W x H) 125 x 250 x 30 mm

Net weight 65 g

Gross weight 74 g

REACH compatibility Yes

EAN code 5901720138088

Warranty 24 months

Bandwidth 48 Gbit/s
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Desctription
The HDMI 2.1  Akyga® AK-HD-05S cable is a cable cord for demanding users who expect reliable transmission of video
and audio signals. The cable was made from the best materials, which ensures its durability and resistance to mechanical
damage. On the other hand, the robust braid additionally strengthens its construction, which protects it from damage and
ensures a long service life.
Its most important feature,  however,  is  its 48 Gbit/s throughput,  which allows you to transmit high-definition and high-
frame-rate video signals. As a result, you will be able to watch movies and series in the highest quality without worrying
about any interference in the picture or  sound.  What's  more,  the AK-HD-05S HDMI cable also features a processing
frequency of 120 Hz for Ultra HD 4K resolution and 60 Hz for 8K resolution, which guarantees smooth and precise
display of high-quality images on compatible devices. As a result, you will be able to enjoy extremely realistic images and
full immersion in movies and video games.
The cable also works with eARC technology, which enables the transmission of audio signals without compression. This
means that you will have access to excellent sound quality that captures every detail and subtlety of the sounds.
Last but not least, the AK-HD-05S HDMI cable is compatible with Dolby Vision technology, which allows you to display
images with an expanded colour palette and greater depth of colour. This means you'll have access to an incredibly realistic
image that captures every colour and hue.


